MITIGATING COVID-19 RISKS

PROTECT YOUR
STAFF AND YOUR
PROCESSING FACILITY
The COVID-19 era presents many new risks and challenges for your food & beverage
processing facility: protecting the health and safety of staff, keeping production lines
aligned with fluctuating demand, and ensuring a safe, high-quality product amid global
supply chain challenges. You now face the additional threat of shutdowns due to COVID-19
infections among staff — a reality experienced by many processing facilities.
Ecolab Pest Elimination is committed to helping you achieve the highest standards of food safety,
facility safety, sanitation and public health. We provide a comprehensive range of strategic and
proactive services, tools and expertise to help you create a safe, healthy and pest-free environment.

ECOLAB FOOD PROTECT PROGRAM FOR PROCESSING FACILITIES

Our Food Protect program is an integrated pest management program
specifically developed to minimize pest risk, support audit-readiness
and ensure food safety for the food processing industry.

ADDITIONAL SOLUTIONS TO HELP YOU STAY UP AND RUNNING
More than ever, you need to do all you can to reduce the risk of a shutdown from any issue. Ecolab Pest
Elimination offers a broad spectrum of services to help you keep your facility up and running:

ECOLAB
DISINFECTION
SERVICES

ECOLAB
DIGITAL
TOOLS

ECOLAB PEST
CLEAN OUT
SERVICE

Ecolab’s uniquely designed, short
contact time disinfectants have
been rigorously tested and
EPA-approved for specific
surfaces. Reliable service
performed by highly trained
Service Specialists.

Ecolab provides sophisticated digital tools
and dashboards to give you and your Ecolab
Service Specialist visibility to your facility
— even when there are restrictions to being
onsite. Prioritize your biggest risks, see
recommended corrective actions, and
use the eLogbook tool to automate
documentation and support compliance.

Ecolab’s pest elimination
experts provide focused clean
out treatments to remedy
established pest activity. This
is particularly useful if your
facility has been shut-down or
operating at a limited capacity.

HELPING YOU MAKE THE MOST OF
UNEXPECTED DOWNTIME
Shutdowns are an increasing reality in the COVID-19 era, and staff schedule fluctuations can
further challenge facilities to complete required facility maintenance tasks. Ecolab Pest Elimination
can help you fill those staffing gaps and use unexpected downtime to complete work that will help
you get up and running faster — and help mitigate the risk of future shutdowns.

THE SHUTDOWN CHECKLIST

1

DEEP CLEAN YOUR FACILITY & SCHEDULE DISINFECTION SERVICES

2

COMPLETE STRUCTURAL REPAIRS

3

REDUCE EXTERIOR CLUTTER

4

SCHEDULE PEST PREVENTION

5

SCHEDULE FUMIGATION SERVICES

Use downtime to complete all deep-cleaning protocols across your facility. This will help reduce both
pest and food safety risks. Ecolab Service Specialists can help you identify specific problem
areas or high-risk areas for targeted cleaning, and can also provide disinfection services
to help prepare your facility for the safe return of staff.

A shutdown presents an ideal time to complete structural repairs to help
mitigate pest and food safety risks in your facility. Ecolab’s digital dashboard
highlights needed structural repairs, and your Ecolab Service Specialists can help
you further identify structural issues that increase pest and food safety risks.

Take a page from Ecolab’s outside-in approach and don’t forget about the
exterior of your facility. Use downtime to clear up vegetation, dispose of
decommissioned equipment and reduce clutter. These items make for
great access points and harborage sites for rodents and other pests.

Ecolab Pest Elimination provides a wide range of proactive pest
services during downtime - including spot treatments, installations
of pest exclusion equipment and clean-outs.

Schedule fumigation services during downtime to further protect
your facility from infestations. Our industry leading expertise delivers
unparalleled value by keeping your food safe and retaining its quality.

ACCESS THE ECOLAB TOOLKIT FOR RESOURCES
AND ADVICE FOR SAFE OPERATIONS
Get simple resources and quick-win tips for safe food and beverage
processing operations in the COVID era.

Program
Resources
and Offerings

Pest
Training
Materials

Educational
Content

WE ARE COMMITTED TO A HIGHER STANDARD
Contact your Pest Elimination Service Specialist to learn more
and schedule your appointment today!
LEARN MORE AT:
www.ecolab.com/
PestFoodBevCOVID19

U.S. 1-800-325-1671
CANADA 1-800-352-5326

1 Ecolab Place
St. Paul, MN 55102
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